EQUITY WEEKLY NEWSLETTER
14TH SEP, 2020
STOCK /COMMODITY/FOREX/WEALTH MANAGEMENT
Technical based Trading and investment call Entry- Exit Trend Reversal+ Proper Stop loss

NIFTY: 11467(0.10%)
Nifty index closed at 11467.00 Up 11.65 or 0.10 per cent. The domestic stock market ended flat with a positive bias on
Friday. India VIX dropped nearly 3 per cent to 20.68 levels. Among the sectors, IT and Realty indices climbed over a
percent each while the Telecom index fell about a percent. Sensex & Nifty gain over 1% each this week and Reliance
top contributors in Nifty 50 ; Reliance Industries gains over 11% to record biggest weekly gain in last 7 weeks. We
traded in a narrow range today with a lack of direction and conviction. 11,500-11,520 would be the new resistance for
the markets next week. We need to go past that in order for the short term trend to turn positive. 11,300 would be the
new support for the Nifty and if we break that, we could slide to 11,100 and then 11,000. Foreign institutional
investors were net buyers in the capital market as they purchased shares worth Rs 838.37 crore on a net basis on
Thursday, according to provisional exchange data. The rupee depreciated 7 paise to close at 73.53 against the US dollar
on Friday tracking muted domestic equities. The local unit opened at 73.50 at the interbank forex market, and settled
for the day at 73.53 against the US dollar, down 7 paise over its last close. European shares struggled for momentum
on Friday as doubts about extra monetary stimulus and overnight falls in US big tech shares kept investors on edge.
The pan-European STOXX 600 opened lower before gaining 0.2 per cent. MSCI's broadest index of Asia-Pacific shares
outside Japan added 0.4 per cent, moving away from a one-month trough touched earlier this week. Japan's Nikkei
rose after Tokyo dropped its corona virus alert by one notch from the highest level as Covid-19 cases trend down. US
futures were higher; pointing to recovery on Wall Street after losses on Thursday put the S&P 500 and the Nasdaq
Composite on course for a second straight week of losses. Brent crude futures, the global oil benchmark, fell 0.15 per
cent to USD 40.00 per barrel.
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BANKNIFTY: 22575.00 (0.30)
Bank Nifty index closed 22575.00 Up 68.40 or 0.30 per cent . The Bank Nifty underperformed the Nifty but managed to
hold above its 50-DEMA placed at 22,393, with the intraday gains of around 1 percent. The index settled at 22,466.20,
up 199.20 points and formed a high wave Doji candle as it closed near its opening levels even after swinging violently
between 22,222 and 22,650. It negated the formation of lower highs - lower lows on the daily scale after four trading
sessions but the absence of follow were clearly seen in banking counter. The index needs to hold above 22,500 to
witness some stability and a move towards 22,750 and 23,200 zones. However, a hold below 22,222 could drag the ratesensitive index towards 21,750. Banking stocks were mixed with HDFC Bank and IndusInd Bank declining, while ICICI
Bank and State Bank of India managed to buck the trend and ended the day higher. Mannapuram Finance had an
excellent day in trade today, with the stock jumping almost 6 per cent. The stock has now doubled since touching a 52week low. We are expecting the rupee to witness some consolidation, but trade with an upside bias in the nearterm. Although the sell-off in US equities has been a dampener, we expect the dollar index to be subdued which,
coupled with significant portfolio inflows, should keep the rupee supported. Any escalation in Indo-China tensions could
add to the volatility and 72.80 on the rupee marks a near-term high for the pair. The Indian rupee ended at 73.53 per
dollar against Thursday's close of 73.46 as the US currency witnessed buying by banks and exporters. FPIs sold equities
worth $528 million over the past five trading sessions while DIIs sold $109 million worth of equities in the same
period. While the market is not in a bubble zone, we note that global cues (US markets on correction mode) have
started to turn negative and FIIs have turned sellers along with domestic MFs.
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Recommendation Stock for the WEEK

Script Name – HINDUNILVR
FUT

Trend - UPSIDE

Buy ABOVE- 2179

Target- 2209.10

Stop loss– 2160

CANDELSTICK CHART

JUSTIFICATION
Price has gained momentum throughout the market. It has Bullish and script also has great momentum. We seeing on
chart script has SIDEWAYS trend Breakout and RSI is also supportive for long. Script recently takes support of 200
DMA. it sign of bullishness so script is ready for move upward after pullback.

.
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Script Name – MRF FUT

Trend- Down

Sell Below 59204

TARGET- 58820

STOPLOSS – 59551.10

CANDELSTICK CHART

JUSTIFICATION
MAJOR TREND OF SCRIPT IS SIDEWAYS AND SCRIPT CREATING INVERSE HEAD & SHOULDER PATTERN BUT SCRIPT STAND ON
SUPPY ZONE OF RIGHT SHOULDER SO ONCE SCRIPT PULLBACK ITS MADE A PROPER HEAD AND SHOULDER PATTERN AND OUR TGT
WILL ACHIVED. RSI IS ALSO GIVE INDICATAION FOR DOWNSIDE BCZ OF SCRIPT STAND ON SUPPY ZONE AND ALSO IT’S
OVERBOUGHT.
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For any queries, suggestions and Feed back, kindly mail to info@capitalways.com
Research Team : 096177-00602

Website : www.capitalways.com

Our Corporate Office:

Capital Ways Investment Adviser
605, Industry House , AB Road Indore (MP)

DISCLAIMER: Stock trading involves high risk and one can lose Substantial amount of money. The
recommendations made herein do not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation to buy any of the
Securities mentioned. No representations can be made that recommendations contained herein will be
profitable or they will not result in losses. Readers using the information contained herein are solely
responsible for their actions. The information is obtained from sources deemed to be reliable but is not
guaranteed as to accuracy and completeness. The above recommendations are based on Technical
ANALYSIS only.
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